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ABSTRACT 
The time-optimal contrallaw as a funuiOfl or the states for second and third-order 
I:n ear regulators with real eigenvalu es was derived. l\otions of a switching curve for the 
second-order system and sv,itching surface for the third-ord er system was inlrodllCcd A set 
of states was [()lJnd which divided the state span: into two distinct regions, in one of which 
lhe lime-optimal (;Qntrol was + [ and in the other of which the time-optimal com ro l was- I 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The swrly of specific time-optimal systems has been cont inuing in the development of 
nlOdcrn control theory. To solve an optimization problem, we must first define a goal or a 
cost function (performance measure) for [he process we are trying to optimize. With a 
knowledge aflhe cost func tion. and the system states and parameters, we can detennilll: the 
wntrol which minimizes (or maximizes) the cost funct ion For some systems a criterion of 
minimum n::sponse time may not be the most suitable measure of sy,tem performance 
in this thesis. a minimum-time contro l for a linear, tim!;: invariant third-order regu lator 
~vith tltree distinct, nonpositive. real eigenvalues is developed, The time-optimal control, as 
a function orthe stales, must transfer the system from any arbitrary initial condi tioll to a ta rget 
<;et (origin of the state spatt:) as quickly as possible 
II. MINIMUM-TIME CONTROL 
rhc goal in a minimum-time problem is to transfer the state orlhe system to a target 
,*1 as quickly as possihle We assume thaI the target set is the origin of the state space. ror 
this reason we call this problem the linear lime-optimal rexulalOr problem. [Ref lJ 
A. PROHLK:\t STATEMENT 
ronsider the dynamical system 
x(t)-Ax(t)-tBu(t) (2.1) 
where the n-vector x(t) is the state, the system matrix A and the gain matrix Bare n x nand 
n x m constant matrices, respectively. The m-vector ,,(t) is the control 
We assume that the system (2 J) is completely controtlablc and that the components of,.(t) 
are bounded in magnitude by the relation 
j. 1,2 ..... ",. (22) 
Given that at the initial time t • • 0 the initial state of the system is 
x(O) • ~. (2.3) 
\ve are asked to tind the control II "(I) that transftrs tht systtm from ~ to the origin 0 in 
minimum time [Ref 1] 
Tfthe Outputy(t) of the system (2. I) is related to the statex(t) and the controlll(t) by 
the rdation 
y{1) - Cx{t)+DII{t) (2.4) 
then a control that drives the ~tate~ to the origin can be extended in such a way as to drive the 
output to 7.cro and hold it at zero thntailer [Ref 1]. If t· denotes the minimum time required 
to force the states to the origin. then at t ~ t· we have 
where the control is set 
lI(t) - 0 
x(q • • 
y(t) - 0 
I;f I " t" 




In order to evaluate the performance ora system qlJantit~tivcly, we must ~elcct 
a performance measure, An optimal control is defined as one that minimi.-;cs (or maximizes) 
the performance measure, Mathematically_ the performance measure to be minimized for the 
minimum-time problems is defined as 
" 
J - Jtlt - ,{ - t. 
, 
2. Pont'1'agin's Minimum Principle 
The Hamiltonian function for the problem is 
Hlx(l),p(l),u(t),/j - 1 +p T(I)Ax(/) +p T(I)Bu(/) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where p(1) is the costate ve(;tor LeI us assume that a time-optimal control exists and 
tran~fers the initial state (2 3) to the origin 0 in minimum time I' If x·(t) dt:r1ot<:s tht: 
optimal stale trajt:etory of the system (2. 1) (;orre~ponding to u·(t), originating at ~ at 
t, • 0 and hitting the origin in minimum timt:. then x '(1) and p .(t) need to satisfy the 
canonical equations giVI;': Il by 
or etjuivakntly 
or equiva!entiy 
::t "(t) _ aBI x "(t),p "(t),u "(t).1 I 
ap"(t) 
p "(t) K -aB( x "(t).P "(t).u "(t).,t I 
Ox "(I) 
with the boundary conditions 
x "(0) .. ~ 
x"(tl " O 






In other words a necessary condition for u '(t) to minimjzl: the performance measure J is 
H[x·(t),p·(t).,u·(t).tj,;: H[x·(t)'p"(t).u(t),tj V IE [0,/1 (2. 15) 
Eq\lation (214) yields the relation 
(210) 
Equation (2. 15), wruch indicates that an optimal control must minimize the Hamil tonian, is 
called Pontryagin'.l" mimmum principle [Ref 21 Let us now state some important theorems 
com:erning the ti me-optimal cont rol 
a. Control/ubility 
Controllability is very important, hccall~e we wnsider probl ems in which the 
goal is to transfer a system from an arbitrary initial state to the origin while minimizing the 
performance measure, Thus controllability of the system i~ a necessary condition for the 
existence of a solution 
1\ lineaL time-invariant sy~lem is controllable if and only if the n x mn matrix 
(2 17) 
has rank n (order of the system), If there is only one control input (m - I), a necessary and 
sutlicient condition n x n mat rix Q to be nonsinglli ar 
b. Obsermhifit)' 
A linear, time-invariant system is observable if and onl y if the n x qn matrix 
(2 ,1 8) 
has rank II If there is ollly one output (q ~ 1), a necessary and 5l1fficient condition fo r 
observabil ity is that R to be nonsingular 
Existence 
Ifall of the eigenvalues ohhe system matrix A. have nonpositive real parts, 
then an optimal control exists and it is bang bang 
d Uniqueneu 
lfan extremal (;ontrol exists, then it is unique. A co ntrol which satisfies the 
necessary (;onditions in equations (2 .9) through (2.15) is cal led an extremal control 
e. Number ofSwi(chinK~' 
If the eigenvalues of the system matrix A are all real and a unique t ime-
optimai control exists, then the control can switch at most n-J times 
III. TlME·OPTI:I"LAL COl'iTROL OF A SECO:-lD·ORDER 
PLANT WITH TWO TIME COl'iSTAl'iTS 
A. T[\l E-OPTlMAL SYSTEl\IS 
Tht problems we consider in this and the next chapler will involve a s;ngle control 
variable /i'(t) The system<; we examine are time-invariant, and thc control is to be a illl1ction 
ohhe states. Time-optimal wntrol will be a pie~ewi~1; wnstant function of time over the sets 
or regions of the state space. These ~ets are ~erarated hy CUJ\i e 5 in two-dimensiona: gpael;: 
and by surfaces in three-dimensional ~pace The separating sets are calkrl swi/d1lng (,{In',,~' 
anri ,lwllChing surfacfS, [Ref 11 
The procedure that will be used in finding the optimal control for hoth second and third 
order regulator problems call be outlined a3 follows 
• Define the problem precisely 
• Form the llamilwruan fUllction 
• Find the H-nunimal conirol 
• Find lh e- equations of the costate- variables 
• Detennine the control sequences that are candidates for the optimal control 
• Detenlline the switching curves and swilching sulfaces that divide the state ~race into 
various regions 
• Find the control sequences that sa tisiV thc boundary conditions 
• Simulate the III/ear lime-opiimal reb-rulmor \.",iih initial condition~ e-mJnJting ti-om each 
possible re~ion ofthe state spac e-
Problem Definition 
\Ve con~ider the system described by the second-order differential equation 
(J.I) 
wherey(t) is the output, u(t) is the control wh.ich is restric ted in magnitude by the relat ion 
lu(t)1 ~ I (J2) 
and 0: P are real, distinct, nonzero eigenvalues, The transfer function of the system is 
yes} a G(s} .. __ ,__ 
U(s} (s+u)(s+P) (3.3) 
with real poles at s · -0: and s - -p Using E4n, (],]) thc state space equations can be written 
in matrix form as 
(]4) 
Note that Eqn. (].4) is of the form 
jet) a Ay(t)+Bu(t) (35 ) 
First we need to check the controllability and the observability of the system 
(3,6) 
Since there is only one (;ontrol input and both matrices are nonsingular, the system is 
controllable and observab le. Since the eigenvalues of A , - 0: and -Ii are nonpositive real 
numbers, an optimal control exists, and it is unique 
Now, we define a matrix P .... 'hose colunms are the eigenvectors of A , and a new dependent 
variable t (/) by 
t(I) • p-ly(1) (37) 
Then. substituting for y(I) in Eqn , (3.5), we obtain 
(38) 
where P and P - I matrices are 
(3,9) 
Eqn (3 8) can be written in matrix form as 
[ -, 1 - 0: 0 (II-Ii) t(1) - [0 _p ]t(/) + ~ 11(/) 
.-, 
(3 .10) 
orin scalar equations 
For simplicity. we define the state variables xl(t) and .r] (t) by the relations 
.r l(t) • 01 (01 - ~)'I(t) 
.r](t) - -~(a:-~)~(t) 
Then . .rl(t) and .r1(t) satisfy the differential equations 
orin matrix form 
.tl(t) " -ul(t) - u(t) 
.t](t) - - 1I-.r](I)-II-II(t) 
Note that Eqn (3 14) is of the form 










Figure- 3.1 Block diagram of the linear transformation befWe-en x and y variable-s 
We have thus transferred the original system (3 5) into an equivalent uncoupled 
system (3 15) using similarity transformations Note that existence and uniqueness oftime-
optimal control holds also for the system (3, 15 ) 
2. Hamiltonian, I1-Minimal Control, and the Equations of the- Costate 
Variahle-s 
Let us write the Hamiltonian fo r this particular problem We have 
Since the Hamiltonian H is linear in the control vc(;tor "(I) , minimization of the Hamiltonian 
with respect to u(/) requi res that [Ref 3 J 
u(t) • ,l"irll{lIp,{t}+ ~Pl(t)} 
11 
(3 17) 
where the costate variablcsP1(t) andp2(t) satisfy the differential equations 
so that 
pt(t) .. e U pl(O) 
Pl(t) .. e~tp2(O). 
Suhsti tuting Eqn (3 j 9) into Eqn (117), we find that 
conclude that the four control sequences 
{+l},{-l},{+l,-l},{-I,+l} 
arc t.he only candidates for the time-optimal control of this system 





Since, the control must be piecewise constant, we solve J::qns,(3,13) u~ing 
,.(t) .. IJ. .. ::1:1 (322) 
12 
to obtain the solution 
x,(1) ~ (~, + ~)e-&' - ~ 
Xl(t) ~ (~J + ~)e- ~ ' - ~ 






Equation (J 25) describes a trajectory in the x,x, plane The trajectory originates at the state 
(~"~J) and evolves as a result of the action of the constant control u(/) a t:. Since the 
I:igenvalues are negative, then the trajectories generated by u(t) .. - 1 , .vhich we call - J 
forced lrajl!c/ories, tend to the statl: (1 , 1) of the state plane. The trajectories generatl:d by 
u(t) ~ + 1 which we call + I forced trajectories, tend to the statl: (-I, -I) of the state plane 
lRef 11. SinCI: 
; - 1,1 (3 .26) 
where "i arl: the eigl:nvalllCs and t:. - ±I Thl: -1 forced trajectories are shown in 
Fig. (3 2) and the - J forced trajectories are shown in Fig.(3 .3) Since the origin of the 
Slate ~pace is the desired terminal state and since we mllst reach the origin using either 
contro l u - +1 or the control u .. -1 , we isolate the two forced trajectories which pass 
: 3 
through the origin We denote these trajectories to the origin by y. andy . More precisely. y • 
is given by 
The y _ curve is given by 
-3 ·2 . 1 
figure 3.2 -I Forced Trajectories 
Figurt- 3.3 + 1 Forced Traj ectori es 
Using the shape of the forced trajectories shown in Figs. (3 2) and 0 3), we can 
conclude that only the control sequence I +1 1 can force any state on the y. curve to the 
origin Similarly. only the cont rol sequence 1-1 1 can force any state on the y _ curve to the 
origin Thus, we have derived the control law, 
(329) 
!f (.rl'~) E' Y_ then u ·(t) .. - 1 (330) 
We call the union of the y. and the y _ curves swltchmg curve [Ref I ] Then 
combining Eqns_ (3 .27) and (3 28), the y curve is given by 
0.31) 
15 
Switching curves in x, x~ plane for uncoup led system () , J 5). and in y; Y.' plane for the 




'r' -,i ' 
'_ Th. "wi~h ,,~. 
~ Igurr 3.4 Swltchmg Curve for the sy~tem (3.15) 
Figure 3.5 Switching Curve for the system (3.5) 
16 
Let us denote the set of states to the right of the y curve as R. o and the set of 
points to the left of the y curve as R _ Clearly, 
R. " {(XI,Xl ): X,<I:: I IP+ IXII)· - tJ} 
R _· ((XI.Xl ): x,>21(1"'lx11)· - II) 
IXll 
(332) 
Using Eqns (332). we can conclude that the control sequence { +1. -I } can force any 
state belonging to set R. to the origin. and control sequence {- I, + J ) can force any st<lte 
belonging to set R_ to the origin Then, time-optimal control, as a function of the state 
u· '" ,,·(xl'x1) · ... 1 1/ (Xl") 10 Y. u R. 
101· " 101 ·(%1'%1 ) · - 1 V (%1'%1) e y _ u R _ 
(3 ,33) 
or in other words, the optimal control in terms of the stal<: variables 
101 · (%1'%1) '" l';gJr{I::I((l"'I%II)· -,- 111 (JJ4) 
An alternative solution to the optimal control in terms of sta tes can be found in Ref 4, \Ve 
can easily obtain equations for switching curve and time-optimal control in lemls of YI and 
%1(1) " -IlPy1(1)-lly1(1) 
,(1) . - aPyl(I) - PY1(t) 
The equations of the switching curve of time-optimal control are given by 
-o:Py1(1) Py1(1) " - o:PY1(t)-O:Yl(t) {ll "'l -o:Py1(t) - o:y1(t)ll·-1} 





Equation (3 .36) and (J .3i ) demomtrate the advantage of using .%1(1) and '%z(t) as state 
variables 
4. Analytic Solution for the Minimum Time (' 
We may now evaluate the minimum time t· required to force any initial state 
('%I''%z) to the origin (0. 0) using the time-optimal control law given by Eqns.(3 33). Let lIS 
consider an initial ~tate X • (.%".%,) , as shown in Fig 3.6. and the time-optimal trajectory 




.) '~~' 2 
; '-..... W(w"w,) 
y' 
Figure 3.6 Time-optimal tra}ettory 
1 8 
Let us assume (I. = t. ° = :£:1 is the optimal control applied duri.ng (he uajectmy WU tl is 
thl: timl: requil-ed to go fwm W to 0, and tl is the time required 10 go from X to JV Then, 
using EqnsD_23i we have 
o = (""I+AO)e-·"~A· 
.. ~ (""J + t. ·)e -~ .. ~ t. ° 
Solving tor t1 in the ahovc equations, we find that 
K ~-IOI --1 [ •• 1 
~ ""l + t. • 
and from equation eLlS) we have 
where 41 K ~ 
Using the shape of Fig. 3_6 and Eqns (329) and (330), ", .. e conclude that, 
v','e again use I:qns_ (323) to obtain t( Then, we have 
""I" (XI A O)iI!'--"+t. ° 





Not!! that we use ~ s -Il·. Since, during the trajectory XlV we have ~ ~ -Il' Solving for 
II in the above equation we obtain 
(3.43) 
and from Eqn(3.43), we have 
[ • -J' w1 '" Il'+(,-Il') ::~Il" (3.44) 
Sinc!!. t " = t1+t1 , then t" is given by 
1 [ .- w ·.-l t" - - - 101[ (- )(- '- l 
« wl+ll" xl-Il' 
(345) 
We want to find I ° as a fu nction of .1:1 and .1:1 only, so we must eliminate wI tram Eqn 
(3.45). Combining Eqns,(J.40) and (3 44), we find that 
[ [ w ·.-l'lt -)' O = _ll o + 21l'+(Xl-Il')~ ~Xl Il Wj+1l (3.46) 
which provides us a rdationship between wI. XI ' and , . For specific values of II and ~ 
Eqn.(3 46) reduces to a quadratic expression. For example for « • 1 and ~ • 2 , we have 
Choosing the appropriatt sign for wI and substitut ing into Eqn (3 .4'1), Wt can 
obtain ar. analytic expression In tenns of the state X .. (xl,x,) , Since we know the sign of !J. • 
from Eqns.(333), we can easily obtain lhe switching time and the minimum lime t', required 
10 d ri ve any init ial state to the origin 
5. Simulation of the linear Time-Optimal Regulator 
Lsing a computer simulation, we test the accuracy of the solutions by choosing 
the initial conditions in the regions defined by Eqns (3.32) with 11 = 1 and ~ = 2 Figure 
3 7 shows the state trajector ies for the system (3 15) emanating from the region R. Time" 
optimal control a~ a function of time is shown in fig . 3 8 As we claimed before, t he control 
sequence I + I.-I } drives the state~ to the origin with at most n-i switching in time-optimal 
control State trajectories iny;y] plane are shown in Fig, ),9, Next. we simulate the system 
(3, 15) with initial conditions emanating from the region R _ State traje(;torie, and t he time-
optimal control ale shown in Fig 3 10 and Fig 3 11, This ti me, the cont rol sequence {- I , +1) 
drives the states to the origin with at most /I-I change. in the control function as we suggested 
before, State trajectories inYIY.' plane are shown in fig , 3 , I 2 
The desired terminal state was the origin of the state space, Upon reaching the 
origin t he control effort must be shm off in order to maintain the system at rest. In both 
simu la tions switching time and minimum time t· agree wilh the calcu lated values obtained 
from Eqns (J ,N). (3 43), (3 45), and, (J 47) 
21 
Figure 3.7 Optimal state trajectories in XjXl plane 
:1 1 (f I .•.•. I. 1 ! C L! i J~ l. 
,1 ] 
Figure 3.8 Time-optimal control 
Figure 3.9 State trajectories in YIYl plant 
Figure 3.10 State trajectories in X I .":; plane 
2] 
J 
Figure 3.11 Time-optimal control 
\ . . . . . . 1 
'~ ........ .... ... .. / 
~~---: 
Figure 3.12 Statr t rajectories in YtYz plane 
IV. TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL OF A THIRD-ORDER 
PLANT WITH THREE REAL EIGENVALlJES 
A . GENERAL 
In the previous chapler we solved the time-optim<ll control problem for a second-order 
plant. We showed that the t ime-optimal control can be determined <IS a fu nction of the state 
by means ofa s\\itching cur-.'e which divides the state plane into two regions in this chapter 
we consider the time-optimal control problem for a t hi rd-order plant with three dist inct real 
and negative eigenvalues 
Problem Definition 
We examine the system described by the third-order differen tial equation 
where a: , ~ and yare real, dist inct, nonzero eigenvalues. The transfer function of the 
system IS 
(42) 
Using Eqll (4.2) the state space equations can be writlen in matrix form as 
J'{') -[ : : ]y(q.[:] .(,) (43) 
-a:~y - (a:~+a:y+y~) -(a:+~+y) 1 
25 
Again. as a first step we need to check the controllabi li ty and the observability 
of the system (4.3), Since Q and R matrices. given by Eqns_(2 _17) and (2 .18) are both 
nonsinf,'U iar. the system is controllable and observable. The eigenvalues are all nonpositive and 
real , so an optimal control exists 
lJsing partial fraction expansion. we decouple the system (4 3) with P and p -, given 
p . 
_ _ 1 __ 
(P - o:)(y - 0:) 
(0: - P)(y - 0:) 
1 
(0: - P)(y - P) 
--~-­
(0: - P)(I' - y) 
p - I .. o:y Y + 0: [.~ ~., 111] 
0: P I' + 0: 
As before we use Eqns,(J.7) and (3,8) to obtain 
where ";(1) sati sfies the differential equations 
tl(I) • -«.,;,(1) +1.(1) 
~(t) • - I'~(t)+U(t) 
t,(t) .. -y:,(I)+II(I) 
26 
1 
(0: - y)(P - y) 




For sim plici ty, we define thc uncoupled state variables x.(t) , x1(t} , and x,(t) as 
x.(1) " atl(t) 
x,(t) ~ IJ~(I) 
x ,(t) " yt,(t) 
where x.(1) , x1(t) . and xJ(t) satisfy the differential equations 
or in matrix form 
x.(1) " - «x.(t)+O:UI(t) 
xl(t) .. - lb1(t)+lJu(t) 




2. Bamiltonian, U-Minimal Control, and the Equations or Ihe Cos tate 
Variables 
The Hamiltonian is 
The conlrol u(t} which minimizes Ihe Hamiltonian is 
(4 12) 
27 
where the costate variables PI(t) , i • 1,l,J satisfy the equations 
rothat 
PI(t) · - a!~t) . lIp,(t) 
PJ(t) · - a!~t) • PPJ(t) 
JI,(t) . - a!~t) • yp,(t) 
Pitt) • p,(O),,·· 
P1(t) • Pl(O),, ~ · 
p,(t) • p,(O)",· 
Substituting Eqn (4 14) into Eqn.(4.12), we find that 




(+I}.( - I},{ + I. - I},( - I. + I},{ +I , -I, + II.{ - 1 + i, - 11 (4 16) 
3, Equations of the Switching Curve and the Switching Surface 
Again, we solve Eqns.(4 .9) using 
10 obtain the solutions 
.II(t) • .1 · ::1:1 
xl(t) • (~1 - .1)1!' - ·'+4 
x2(t) · (~2 - 4)1!' -~ 1 + 4 




Eliminating time 1 in Eqns (4 18), we find that 
(41 9) 
Eqn (419) describes a trajectory in the three-dimensional state space. From Eqn (418) we 
conclude that 
(420) 
where 4 • :1::1 . This means that a trajectory generated by " .. .1 lends to the point (I, I, I ) 
and a trajectory generated by " .. - 1 tends 10 the point (-1,-1,- 1) 
Now, let { V I} denote the set of states which can be forced to the origin (0,0,0) 
of the state space by application of the control " - 4 ·.o :t:l We use xJ to indicate a state 
belonging to the set {Vj J and xu ' ~, xJ,z to indicate the components of xJ If IJ denotes 
the positive time required to force xJ to the origin using " ~ 4' .. :1::1 , then from Eqn (4 . 18) 
we have 
or equivalently 
0 .. (X1,z - 4 '),, - ·" . 4' 
. .. (XJ,z- 4·)" -~ " . 4· 
0 .. (x, ,z- 4 "),, -Y " . 4· 
X1,z "' 4 '- 4 ."." 
x1,z .. 4 " - 4 ' ,, ' " 




Let { \'1 } denote the set of states which can be forced to the set { Vl } by 
application of the control It .. -4'. Again. let vector Xl indicate the states belonging to ~et 
{VI} and the components of XI be XI,I' xl,l' and X 3,1 If tl denotes the positive time required 
to force Xl to a state JS "' {\'2}' thcn ll~ing Eqn.(4.18) we obtain the states belonging to 
or equivalently 
Xl,l = (XI,I +4 ') .. -."- 4' 
xl,) " ("'1+4·} .. -~"'-4· 
x',l .. (x3,1 +4 ") .. -r ... _ 4" 
XI,I " -4 '+(xl,l+4 .) ...... 
JS,I .. -4' + (JS,l +4 ") .. ~'" 
x"I " -4 '+(~+4 .} .. T ... 
(4.2."1) 
(4.24) 
Thus, we have defined the ~et~ {VI) and {V2 }. Eqns. (4.22) and (4.24) imply that the 
trajectory originating at any point Xl F { VI} and generated by It .. -4' will remain on the 
surface {\' 11 until it hits a point on the set (curve) 1 V.l 
To simplifY the Eqns. (4.22) and (4.24), we define new variabb .1:1 ' and ~ hy 
Using these new variables, Eqns. (4.22) and (424) become 
XI) .. 4·-4"~· 
JS) " 4'-4"~~ 
xJ,l .. 4'-4'~T 
(4.25) 
x, ,, ~ - A '", (x,,l+ A ')'," 
Xu " - A '+ (xJ,l +A')!/ 
x ,,, "' - A '", {x, ,l + A ' )', ' 
Substituting Eqns (4.26) in Eqns_ (4 27) we obtain 
A 'x", z - 1 +1'1" - (',:,)" 
A ' x l,! - - I ... 1', ~ - (,,:,) ~ 
A 'x", .. - 1 ..- 1'1 ' - (ZI:,)T 
For simplicity, we define new variables "', . and "'J by 
Since we specified the times tl and t, positive. this implies that 





where ' ; is given by Eqn.(4 25) Combining Eqns. (4 29) and (4_30). we obtain the inequality 
Using the variables 11', . and "', . Eqns, (4.26) and (4.28) become 
A 'xu " 1 +111',- - II'J-
A 'xu .. 1 + 1"'1~- 1I'/ 
A 'x,,, " 1 "- ]II', ' - II'J' 
A 'x", .. - 1 ..- 1"',- - II'J" 
A'xJ ,, " - 1 ..- 1",/ - ",/ 
A'x',l .. - 1 +1""' - "'J' 





• Thc sets { V t } and { V 1 } are symmctric about thc origin 
• In the three-dimensional stale space, the sct {Vz} is a curve and {V t } is a surface 
( V t) divides thc state space into two parts 
• Thc sets ( V t ) and ( V) } are formed by familics of smooth and continuous 
traJcctones 
• The sets ( V t ) and { V1 } are infinite in extent. The origin is contained in the set {V1 } 
the set {V:} is contained in (V t ) 
• The state (1.1 , I) is above the surface { V I}. and the state (·1,- J, J) is below the surface 
{ Vt} 
In order to detemline the opti mal control law, we need to fin d whether the state 
x given by 
(434) 
is above. on, or below the surface {V t }. We set 
(43S) 
in the first two Eqns. of (4.33) and solve these two equations to determine the values of 
"'" "'2 and 11· - +1 or 11· .. -1 We need to satisty the inequality given by (4.31) 
Then, we substirule the values ofw) , w2 ' and 11· in the last equation of(433) and evaluate 




then w~ say that.-: is above the Sllrfac.e {V,} If 
(437) 
then .-: c {V,}, and if 
(43R) 
then \.yo:.: say that .-: is below the surface { V, }. Figure 4.1 shows an illll~tration of the 
projec.tion x, ofa stat~ X on the surface {V,} [Ref. 1]. We draw a straight line parallei 
to the X3 a-x18 through the point x ~ (X
"
X l ,X3 ) which int.crsects the surf:1ce tV,} at a point 
X, - (X
"
Xl 'X3,1) .Comparison of'-:3 with Xl,I indicates whether X is above, on or below the 
surface 
Fi~ure 4.1 l'rojcction 1: 1 of thc state 1: on thl' surfau' IV,} 
4. Optimal Control u ' 
Time-optimal contro l u • . which forces any state x to the origin can be dciined 
in the following way 
I f x is above {VI} then u· - ( - 1)-
If x is below {V I } then u · - -( - 1)-
[fx is ~ {VI} then u· · (-I)-A· 
lfxis ~ {V1 } thenu·" -(-1)-.6· 
(439) 
Let li S show that the control law given by Eqns. (4.39) is the time-optimal one. We recall that 
if the state x belongs to { VI} ' then the control switches exactly once. Since the system has 
three real eigenvalues. the time-optimal control can switch at most /I-I times_ Let us (;onsider 
the state 
(4.40) 
whi(;h is above ( V d -Since n = 3, the control law (4_39) states that u· .. - 1 Suppose that 
at xI' we apply the contro l u· - +1. From Eqn.(4 .20), all the trajectories generated by 
u· .. +1 tenu to the state Xl So, the state will remain at XI forever . Therefore. to generate 
a trajectory which hits the surface {VI }, we must apply u· .. -1 at x,. If the control 
switches from u - -1 to u - + 1 at { VI}' the total number of switchings is /1- / This does 
not violate the necessary conditions Now, let us consider the other states x 'which are above 
( V, ) . II' u - +L then x tends to the state (1.1,1), and eventually we must swit ch 10 
II - - 1 to reach {VI } Btlt this method requires n switchings which violates the necessary 
3 4 
(;onditions Therefore, iflh~ stale is above { V I} the control must be It - -I. Bv the same 
reasoning if the stat~ is bdow {V,}, the control It - +1 torc~s x to {V,}, In either ca"e, 
the llltai number of switchings is exactly n-1 [Ref 11 
\-ow, w~need to show that if a slate x is on {V,} but not in {Vll, thecontroi 
must be It - (-IrA·. Suppose that for the point XI ~ {Vj), the value of A· is-l 
According 10 Ihe conlrol law (4.19), we must use It - +1 at XI' Applilation of It = +1 
generates a trajectory which follow., the surface { V,} and hits { \'2} at a point at whilh the 
control must switch to It - -1. This control sequence requires exactly one switching 
Suppose that at Xl' we apply u - -1. The resulting t]'aj~ctory wilJ not follow the surface 
{V t }· It will go below {VI}' because, it will tend to the state (-1,-1,-1), which is below {Vtl 
by defulition Thc control must switch from It - -1 to It - +1 so that the state is hrought 
back 10 { V,}_ But this wnlrol sequence requires exauly n swit(;hings. So it (;an not he a 
time-optimal one. hom the above wnsiderations, we conclude that the control whilh requires 
the minimum number of switchings is the time-optimal one. [Ref 11 
Simulation of _Minimum Time Control of thr Third Ordl"r Rrgulator 
We simulate ~ystern (4.10), with initial conditions above, below, and on the 
switclling Slililce, using (:I; = t, ~ = Z, and y = l. Figure 4.2 shows the three-dimensional 
stat.e trajectories emanating from an initial point above the swit(;hing surfac~ l'ime-optimal 
control is shown in Fig_ 4 J. The control sequence { -1, -1, -1 } drives the state.'; to the origin 
with exal:tly two 5witl:rungs as we suggested befor~, State trajectories as a timction oft.ime 
are shown in Fig 44 
Nex1, we simulate the system starting from an initial condition below the 
switching surfa(;e, This time control sequence {+1, -I, +I} drives the states to the origin, 
again with exactly two sv.itchings. Three-dimensional state trajectories are shown in Fig 45 
Time-optimal control and the state trajectories as a function of time are shown in figs 4,6 
and 4 7 
Lastly, we simulate the system starting from a point on the switching surfa(;c 
Figure 4 g shows the three-dimensional state trajectories. Time-optimal control and the state 
trajectories as a function of time are shown in Figs, 4.9 and 4.10. From Fig. 4 ,9 the control 
law { -1, + I} drives the states to the origin with only one swit(;hing . 
Alllhree simulations (;onfirm that the wntrol hlW given by (4,39) is the time-
optimal control. Again, upon rea(;hing the origin the wntrol effort must be shut off 10 keep 
the system at rest 
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Filure 4.2 Tbree-dimeosionalstllie trajectories of system (4.10) 
FIgUre 4.3 Tlme-oplimal control 
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Figure 4.4 State trajectories.5. function of time 
Figure ".S Three-dimeosiooaJ state trajectories of system (4.10) 
Fi~ure 4.6 Time-optimal control 
Figun> 4.'7 State trajectories as a function of time 
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/ 
Figure 4.8 Three-dimensional stale trajectories of system (4.10) 
Figure 4.9 Time-optimal (ontrol 
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::I~ ~"'~" ~1 
TlM!OI .. """d<) 
Figure 4.10 State traj l" ttoriu as a fum:lion of time 
4 1 
v. CONCLUSION 
W e have examined the time-optimal control problem for one second-order and one 
third-order system. These systems had the following properties in common 
• The systems were linear, and time invariant 
• The transfer function of the system did not contain any zeros 
• The eigenvalues of the transfer function were rea1. nonpositive, and distinct 
• Control was effected by a single control variable .IoI(t) , which was hounded in 
magnitude 
• The desired tenninal state was the origin. which was an equil ibrium point o f the system 
Upon reaching the origin the (;0111[01 needed to be shut ofr in order to maintain Ihe 
system at the origin [Ref 1] 
The method which we used to obtain the time-optimal central law was almost the same 
for each of these systems. Essential steps in our synthesis of the control were, 
• We first reduced the ~ystem differential equation to a set offirst order equations 
• We then chose a convenient set of state variables by mean~ of a series of linear 
transformations which reduced the system matrix to its Jordan canonical fonn 
• \Ve examined the Hamiltonian, and found the control whi(;h absolutely minimized the 
H amiltonian. We observed that the time-optimal contro l had to be piecewise (;On~tant 
and could switch at most 1/-/ times for an fJth order system 
• \Ve then determined the control sequences which were candida tes for time-optimal 
control 
• We used a method of elimination to determine the time-optimal control. We found a 
unique control sequence from among the candidates which would force a given state 
to the origin T hen we developed the centrellaw [Ref IJ 
The complexity of the controller may increase rapidly with the increase in the order of 
the system, ror systems whose order is higher than three, some iterative procedure must be 
used 10 solve the system of tralbccndcntal equations thaI describe the switching hypersurface 
Even though the equation of the switch hypersurfacc is complex, from a conceptual point of 
view the operation ofa high-order time-optimal system presents no panicular difficulty, Quite 
often, knowledge of the optimal solution can help the designer to construct an excellent 
suboptimal system [Ref IJ 
Negative time approach was Ihed in Ref 5 to delemune the time,optimal control for 
a third-order system with two integrators and a single time constant The method requires 
analytic calculations ofhoundary conditions for each different set of eigenvalues The process 
of elimination among the candidates for time-optimal control reduces the complexity and 




% This program simulates the 2nd order bang-bang wntroller using a s\\!itching law for 
% t.he control effort 
ciear.clc.clg 
% Setting eigenvalues oft.he system 
alfa I. beta 2. 
"'0 Ratio of the Eigenvalues 
k=( -beta)i(-alfa) 
%. State equations for the u!lwupled system (:-; variables) 
XA=[-a]fa 0;0 -heta]: XI3=[-alfa -beta]': 
State r:quation~ for the unwupled ~ysteIll (z variables) 
l.A.=[-alfa 0:0 -heta]; ZB'=[C -l/lalfa-bcta) (J/(alfa-beta))]'; 
Stale Equations for lhe wupled system (y variables) 
YA -[U l;-alfa-bl:la -alfa-beta]; YB=[O I]': 




~-o Time increment and numher of steps for simulation 
dt=O 00 I, kmax"'1:£ldt+ I, 
% Equation orthe switching curve for uncoup led systcm(x variables) 
xl=- I 50011.5; 
x2=(x I labs(x I ». *« I +abs(x I» I\k_l); 
% Equation of the switching curve for uncoupled system(z variables) 
c=alfa ' (al ra-beta); 
z 1 =x I . z2=« c. ' z I ) .I( -beta *(alfa-beta)*(abs( c. *z 1))) * ((1 +abs( c. · z 1 » ."k-I)); 
% Equation of the switching curve for coupled syslem(y variables) 
y 1 =( I/(alfa*(beta"2-alfa*beta»), -(alfa. ~x2·bela _ *x I); y2=( l/(alfa-beta)) - (x2-x I), 
x=zcros(l,kmax) z=zeros(2,kmax); 
y=zeros(2,kmax): u=zeros( I,kmax): 
time=zeros(l,kmax), 
% Initial conditions 
x(-. 1)=[32],. 
z( ,I )=[ I/(al fa-(alfa-betaWx( l . l) -1/(beta-(alfa-beta» *x(2.1 )]': 
y( , 1)=P~z(.I): 
% Discretize the Systems 
[phi,del]=c2d(X-\. XB .dt): [phiz,delz ]=c2d(ZA.ZB,dt), [phiy,dely]=c2d(Y A. YB.dt): 
% Begin Simulation 
fori= I:kmax- I 
u(i)=sign(x( I ,i)/abs(x( I ,iW« I +abs(x( I ,i»)"k-l )-x(2,i)), 
x(: ,i+ 1 )=phi *x( ' ,i)+del "u(i): 
z( ,i+ 1 )=phiz*z( :,i)+delz*u(i); 
Y( :, i+1 )=phiy*y( ' ,i)+dely*u(i); 
time(i r 1 )=time(i)~dt, 
end 
Iigure( I): plot(xl ,x2:r'); xlabel( 'X 1 ');ylabel('X2'); 
titlc(,SW1TCHTNG CI.JRVE FOR UNCOUPLED SYSTEM (X VARIABLES)'), 
figure(2) ;plot(y l .y2 , 'm');xlabel('Y 1 ');ylabelCY2'); 
tit]e('SWTTCHTNG CURVE FOR COUPLED SYSTEM (Y VARlABLES)'). 
figure(J): plot(time,u):grici : xlabel('TIME (Scconds');ylahcl('MAGl'<lTUDE'); 
titie(,CO"JTROL EFFORT vs TIME'); 
axis([O max(time)+O,OS - I ,75 1.75]); 
figure (4) ; plot(x( 1.: ),x(2, :));grid ; xlabel('Xl ');ylabel('X2'); 
title('ST ATE TRAJECTORIES AATI SWITCHING LIJ\.'E (X V ARlABLES),); 
hold on. plot(x 1 ,xl,'r '); hold off 
ligure(S) 
plot(y( l , ),y(2,:»; grid; xlabel('Y1 ');ylahel{'Y2'), 
ti tle(,ST ATE TRAJECTORIES AND S~lTCHn\G LINE FOR COUPLED SYSTE1\,] 
(V V ARL\BLES)'): 
hold on plot(yl ,y2.'r'); 
h.old off 
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2. RELA Y3BT.M 
% This program simulates the time optimal control of a third order system having three 
%real distinct negative eigenvalues 
% Written by Serhat Balkan 
clc,clear,clg.i del 'met. 
% Set the eigenvalues of the system 
alfir= l , beta- 2, gama- 3: 
% Transi tion matrix between y (coupled) and z (uncoupled) systems 
p=[( l/«beta-alfa)'(gama-alfa») (l/«alfa-beta)*(gama-beta») 
( l/«alfa-gama)*(beta-gama»): 
(albiC (alfa-beta) · (gama-alfa») (betaJ( (alfa-beta) * (beta -gama») 
(gamaJ( ( alfa -gama)· (gama-beta»): 
(alfa "2/( (beta-alfa) ' (gama -alfa») (beta"2/( (alfa-beta) ' (gama-beta))) 
(gama"2i«alfa-gama) *(beta-gama»»): 
% State Equations for the uncoupled system (x variables) 
XA=[-alfa ° 0,0 -beta 0:0 0 -gama): Xll=[alfa beta gama),: 
% State Equations for the uncoupled system (z variables) 
ZA=[-alfa 0 0:0 -beta 0:0 0 -gama]: ZB=[1 1 1]': 
% State Equations for The coupled system (y variables) 
YA=-[Ol 0,001: 
-alfa ·beta· gama -(alfa*beta+alfa' gama+gama ' beta) -( alfa+beta+gama)]: 
YB=[OO I]'; 
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% Simulation time 
tf=2 .66; 
% Time increment and number of steps for the simulation 
dt=O 01; kmax=t£ldt+ I; timc=O; 
% Discrctize the systems 
[phix,delx ]""c2d(XA,)ffi,dt): [phiz,delzj=c2d(ZA,ZB,dt); [phiY,dely ]=c2d(Y A, YB,dt): 
% Set initial conditions 
)(: , 1)=[2 3 4]', 
z(., 1)=[( lIalfa) · x( Ll) (libeta)*x(2, l) (l/gama)*x(3,l)],; 
y(:,I)=P*z( ,I) . 
i=O, 
% Order of the system 
N=3, 
% From Eqn.(4 35) set 
xl =x(I,I): x2=x(2.1); 
% Call function to detennine wI, w2 and the optimal control 
[w I, w2,deltas ]=solw 1 b(x 1 ,x2): 
% Calculate the third point on the switching surface 
x} I=deltas*(-I +2"wl Agama_w2Agama): 
% Decide whether initial state above or below the switching surface 
m- x(3,1)-x3 1; 
% Find the optimal control which drives the states to the switching 
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% surface in min time when states are above the switching sUlface 
whilem > O; 
i=i+ i , 
u(i)=(- I"N): 
x( ,i-l)"' phix ~x(.i)+delx · u(i), 
z( .i+ l)"'phiz·z(·,i)+delz·u(i). 




r wi. w2.del tas]=solve I b(x I ,x2): 
x31;deitas *(-1+2 *wl "gama-wl"gama), 
m=x(J ,i- I)-xJI. 
end, 
% Fi nd the optimal control which drives the states to the switching surface 
% in min time when states are below the switching surface 
whiiem < O: 
i=i+ l, 
u(i)=-(_] " N), 
x( .. i..-l)"'phi.,, - x( .. i)-delx·u(i). 
z(j+ I)""phiz · z( . .i)+del7."u(i). 
y( .i+ ! )=phiy·y(.i)+dely*u(i), 
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time(i+ I )=time(i)+dt~ 
x l=x(I.i+ l)~ 
x1=x(2,i+ I )~ 
[w I. w2,deltas]=solve I b(x I ,x1); 
x31=deltas· (-1 +2·wl "gama-w2"gama); 
m=x(3.i+I)-x31. 
end. 
% Find the optimal control which drives the states to the switching 









if(deltas· x(l.i)-t-2 · wl +w2 == 0) & .. 
(deltas · x(2. i)-1-2·wl "2+\.\,z"'2 = 0 & deltas· x(3.i)- 1-2 · wl "gama+w2"'gama == 0), 





X\. ,i-I )=phix ~xC,i)-dclx*u(i), 
1 )=phi 7*7(' .ij+delz·u(i) 
I) phiy~y(,i)' dely*u(i); 
lime(i-I)=tillle(i)+dt 
end 
% P:ot the outputs 
ploUd(x(l, ),-45,45): 
tille('3-D PLOT OF THE STATE TRAJECTORIES FOR IJNCOLPLFD SYSTE!d 
(X VARIABLES),), 
plOl\time.x(l ).time,x(3,'j):grid, 
litle('STATE TRAJECIORWS vs 'jfi\1C (X VAR1ABLES)'); 
xlilbclCTTi\f£ (.'\econds)');ylabeICMAG't-;1Tl.:OE'): 
meta 30x,pause,clg ;ax.is(lO lllax(time)+Oi -1.751.75]); 
plot(time( 1.lengt:~(uJ),u);grid, 
x label('" rIl'vlE (seconds J'h I abel ('\1 A (i ~\,j j 'U D F '); 
tille(,OPTIMAL CONTROL EFFORT (u(\) vs HME') 
mela3c 
axis('normal'), pause, 
ploU d(y( 1, .),y(2 .• ),y(3,.). 75, -4 5), 
title('3-D PLOT OF THE STATE TRNECTORIES FOR COUPLED SYSTEM 
(Y V ARlABLES),); 
meta 3ay, pause.clg. 
plot(time.y( 1. ),l ime.y(2. :),time,y(3. :));grid. 




3. SOLVE IB.M 
% Function solve 10 decides the optimal control and the rcquired time to drive the states 
% to the switching surface or to the switching curve and passes these val ues to the 
% main program (reiay3bt m) 
% Written by Serhat Balkan 12 April 1994 
function [w Lw2,deJtas] = solvelb(x l.x2) 
del ta"' !. 
% a I . a2, and de!ta are the local variables correspond ing to w I. w2, and deltastar 
%res pectively 
[a l .a2.delta j=so/ve2b(x l ,x2,delta): 
% Check if Eqn. (4.3J) is satisfied or not 
if (al >I )&(a2>al) 




[a I ,a2.delta j=solve2b(x l.x2.delta), 







% Function Solve2b calcu lates the required time to drive the states to the switching 
% surface or to the switching curve processing the given states and passes these values 
% to the fun(;tion solvelb 
% Written by Serhat Balk an 12 April 1994 
functi on [al,a2.delta] "" solvelb(xl,x2.delta): 
% Use the first two equations ofEqn.(4 .33) to find wi , and w2 (al and a2 corresponds!O 
% wi and w2 rcspe(;tivcly) 
a 1 ""dclta*x I + I +0. 5 ~sqn(2 ~(x I "2)+4-delta *x 1-2 *delta*x2); 
a2=2*a l-delta*x 1-1; 
% Eliminating any wmpiex value 
i fimag(al)~O: 
delta=-delta, 
a I =d elta·x 1 + 1 +0.5* sqn(2 *(x] /',2)+4 *delta*x 1-2 -dclta*x2 ): 
a2=2*a l-delta*x 1-1 : 
eod 
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